400	ONE WORLD :   TWO WARS
and Indo-China, but these same leaders are confident that, provided
japan is not placed in an impossible position by the insistence on
the part of the United States that all Japanese troops in these areas
be withdrawn at once, such a removal can and will be successfully
effected.
The informant, who is in contact with the highest circles, went
on to say that for the first time in ten years the situation at present
and the existing political set-up in Japan offer a possibility of a
reorientation of Japanese policy and action.
WORDSWORTH'S ENGLAND—AND CHURCHILL'S
October 27, 1941
One hundred and thirty-five years ago, when England, after the
fall of Prussia, stood alone against Europe dominated by Napoleon,
Wordsworth wrote :
Another year !   Another deadly blow !
Another mighty Empire overthrown !
And we are left, or shall be left, alone ;
The last that dare to struggle with the Foe,
' Tis well!   From this day forward we shall know
That in ourselves our safety must be sought;
That by our own right hands it must be wrought;
That we must stand unpropped, or be laid low.
According to Punch, the same mood was expressed in 1940 in
unpoetic language by two salts, looking over the Channel to the still-
smoking northern French ports one of whom says : " Well, now we're
alone." " Yes," replies the other, " the whole bloody 400,000,000
of us."
GERMAN REACTIONS TO THE TOJO CABINET
October 29, 1941
The following items gathered by members of another country's
mission to Tokyo are believed to be a fairly accurate account
of the reactions of the German community here to the present
situation.
The Germans are not enthusiastic about the new cabinet, which
disappointed the hopes of a definitely interventionist Government
which they had formed on the resignation of Prince Konoye. Their
feelings were cooled still further by the arrest of two Germans im-
mediately the new cabinet had taken office,
In the event of war between the U.S. and Germany, the local
Germans from the Ambassador down are uncertain of Japan's
reactions. They regard the Japanese as untrustworthy opportunists.
The Germans are at present working primarily for a Japanese
attack on the Soviet. Prominent members of the German business

